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ANOMALOUS MAGNETIC MOMENT OF THE MUON�Andrzej CzarnekiDepartment of Physis, University of AlbertaEdmonton, AB T6G 2J1, Canada(Reeived Otober 7, 2002)Standard Model predition for the muon anomalous magneti moment(g � 2) is reviewed. Reent shifts in the QED and hadroni ontributionsare disussed. The result is ompared with the latest Brookhaven E821measurement.PACS numbers: 13.40.Em, 14.60.Ef1. IntrodutionIn February 2001 the Brookhaven Collaboration E821 announed a newmeasurement of the muon anomalous magneti moment [1℄,a� = 116 592 020(160) � 10�11 (1)whih exeeded the theoretial predition by about 2.6 standard deviations.This disagreement motivated a large number of theoretial speulationsabout various New Physis senarios. The Standard Model (SM) predi-tion has also been srutinized and, eventually, found to have been �awed.The di�erene between theory and experiment has been redued almost to1�.More reently [2℄, E821 announed a new result, based on an analysis ofall data taken with positive muons. The resulting world average isaexp� (average) = 116 592 030(80) � 10�11: (2)Due to the greatly redued experimental error, and the ontinuing progressin analysing e+e� annihilation and � deay data, essential for the theoretialpredition, this result again di�ers signi�antly from the SM predition.� Presented at the XLII Craow Shool of Theoretial Physis, Zakopane, PolandMay 31�June 9, 2002. (4373)



4374 A. CzarnekiThe SM predition for a� is given by a sum of QED, hadroni, andeletroweak ontributions,aSM� = aQED� + aHad� + aEW� : (3)These three terms have been disussed in detail in reent reviews [3,4℄. Sinethose studies, the hadroni part, and to a lesser extent also the QED one,have hanged. Those developments are summarized in subsequent setions.2. Standard Model ontributions2.1. QEDQED ontribution is by far the largest part of the muon anomalous mag-neti moment. It is expressed by a trunated expansion in � ' 1=137:036,aQED� = 5Xn=1Cn ����n : (4)The �rst three oe�ients Ci are known analytially (see [5℄ and referenestherein). C4 has been omputed numerially and its various elements arestill being heked and improved. It is now believed to exeed by severalunits the preliminary value Cold4 = 126:07(41) [6℄. This shifts the value ofaQED� by about +15�10�11 or �ve times the theoretial unertainty usuallyassigned to the QED part. An independent evaluation of C4 would ertainlybe very helpful.The �ve-loop ontribution C5 is estimated by studying diagrams moststrongly enhaned by logarithms of the muon and eletron mass ratio. Itamounts to about 6�10�11 in a�, not very important for the E821 auraygoal of 40� 10�11. The present estimate of aQED� isaQED� = 116 584 721(3) � 10�11: (5)The unertainty arises in roughly equal measure from errors assigned to �and C4;5, and a small number estimating the higher order terms in the QEDseries for aQED� . 2.2. Eletroweak ontributionObservation of the eletroweak loops was among the original goals ofE821. This is the smallest of the SM ontributions and the only one notseen in the earlier CERN experiment.The leading eletroweak e�et arises from one-loop diagrams withW andZ bosons. Two-loop ontributions derease it by about 23%, due to large



Anomalous Magneti Moment of the Muon 4375logs of the muon and weak boson mass ratio [7�11℄. The result dependsweakly on the Higgs mass mH , and for mH = 150 GeV isaEW� = 152(4) � 10�11 ; (6)where the error is due to hadroni eletroweak loop, Higgs mass, and higher-order unertainties. 2.3. Hadroni e�etsHadroni ontributions to g � 2 are usually divided into three parts.The largest ontribution is the Leading Order Vauum Polarization (LOVP).Veri�ation and further redution of its unertainty are ruial for extratinginteresting physis information from the E821 measurement. Some detailsof the LOVP alulation are disussed below.Seond, there is the Next-to-Leading order Vauum Polarization (NLVP)ontribution, of about �100(6) � 10�11. It is obtained with a similar pro-edure as the LOVP but is suppressed by an extra fator �=�. Its presentauray is su�ient for E821 purposes.The third part arises due to the Hadroni Light-By-Light (HLBL) sat-tering. This is also a relatively small ontribution, 110(30) � 10�11, but itsunertainty and even the entral value are still somewhat ontroversial. Thiswill be disussed at the end of this setion.2.3.1. Vauum polarizationThe largest part of hadroni ontributions to a� omes from a vauumpolarization insertion into the one-loop QED diagram. By applying dis-persion relation to the photon vauum polarization, this diagram an berewritten as a onvolution of a kernel funtion and the e+e� annihilationross setion into hadrons. Sine the kernel funtion falls o� for large valuesof the integration variable s in dispersion integral, running from 4m2� to 1,the integral is saturated at ps � 2 GeV. Sine the ross setion of e+e�annihilation into hadrons annot be omputed from �rst priniples at suhlow energies, one has to rely on the experimental data. One an use thedata on e+e� ! hadrons or employ the data on deays � ! �� + hadronsand, using isospin symmetry, relate it to e+e� ! hadrons.Both methods have been applied in the past and eah of them has dif-ferent merits and shortomings. e+e� data have the advantage of beingexatly what enters the dispersion integral, although some theoretial work,like removal of the initial state radiation and vauum polarization orre-tions, has to be applied. The disadvantage of this method is that for a longtime the auray of e+e� data below 1:7 GeV was insu�ient for the pre-ision of E821. This has hanged reently. New, very preise data beame



4376 A. Czarnekiavailable on e+e� ! �+�� in the � resonane region and new results on�(e+e� ! hadrons) at 2 GeV � ps � 3 GeV have been obtained.The use of � deay data has been largely motivated by the aurayof ALEPH and CLEO measurements. However, the disadvantage of thismethod is the amount of theoretial assumptions one has to make in orderto get from � deays to e+e� annihilation ross setions. For example, a on-vining study of isospin violating e�ets (eletromagnetism, quark masses,��! interferene) is required before the preision of 1% an be guaranteed.A reent study [12℄ presents two separate results for the vauum po-larization ontribution. If only e+e� data are employed, the result reads6847(70) � 10�11. Results from � deays are more aurate in the energyregion where they are available, but unfortunately they signi�antly di�erfrom e+e� data. The tau-aided result is 7019(62) � 10�11, and as we willsee it leads to a better agreement of the Standard Model with the g � 2measurement.Another study of e+e� data [13℄ found the value 6831(62)� 10�11, on-�rming the above e+e� result.2.3.2. Light-by-light satteringThe hadroni light-by-light (HLBL) sattering ontribution is the trik-iest part of the theoretial predition for a� beause (a) the typial loopmomenta are of the order of 1 GeV or less, (b) it seems impossible to relatethis ontribution to experimental data. Assuming that very small momen-tum transfers k � m� � m� saturate HLBL, one might attempt to use thehiral perturbation theory to estimate a�(HLBL). Unfortunately, this basiassumption about the smallness of momenta is not valid for HLBL satter-ing diagrams and in fat the Feynman integrals are saturated at a relativelyhigh sale k � m� � 1 GeV, where the arguments based on � PT alone areinsu�ient. Within the � PT alone one annot determine the UV ountert-erm proportional to the muon anomalous magneti moment. For this reasonone has to rely on models (vetor meson dominane, Nambu�Jona Lasinio)to desribe ontributions of large momentum degrees of freedom.Sine it is obviously quite di�ult to evaluate reliability of these modelsand to estimate onviningly the theoretial unertainty of their preditions,the �nal result for HLBL ontribution to g � 2 and the estimate of its un-ertainty are very subjetive and di�er among reent studies [14�16℄. The�nal result here is based on the VMD model for �0 [17℄, and harged pionontributions [18℄; the missing high-energy part of HLBL (the ounterterm)is estimated using the quark loop diagram with an infrared ut-o� providedby the quark mass MQ = 200 � 400 MeV. The result for HLBL is thena�(HLBL) = 110(30)� 10�11 (this inludes a preliminary re-examination ofthe pion box diagrams).



Anomalous Magneti Moment of the Muon 4377Given the disrepany between the eletron-positron annihilation andtau deay results, we are left with two SM preditions. They di�er fromeah other by about 1.7 times the errors ombined in quadrature,aHad� = � 6857(76) � 10�11 e+e��based7029(69) � 10�11 ��aided : (7)3. SummaryThe omplete Standard Model predition is obtained by adding equa-tions (5)�(7),aSM� = � 116 591 731(76) � 10�11 e+e��based116 591 903(69) � 10�11 ��aided : (8)Present experimental world average, Eq. (2), exeeds both theoretialnumbers,aexp� (Average) � aSM� � 300(110) � 10�11 (2:7�) e+e��based128(106) � 10�11 (1:2�) ��aided : (9)The experimental error will be further redued when data taken with neg-ative muons are analyzed. It is very important to redue theoretial errorsin the hadroni ontributions to math those improvements. As far as thevauum polarization ontribution is onerned, we an soon expet an inde-pendent hek of the e+e� results based on radiative-return data obtainedat DA�NE and at B-fatories. A new analysis of � deays will likely be ne-essary to larify the disrepany between the two approahes. Suh analysismay be based on the very large sample of � data olleted at B-fatories.I am grateful to William Mariano, Kirill Melnikov, and Arkady Vain-shtein for many helpful disussions. This researh was supported in part bythe Natural Sienes and Engineering Researh Counil of Canada.REFERENCES[1℄ H.N. Brown et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 86, 2227 (2001).[2℄ G.W. Bennett et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 89, 101804 (2002).[3℄ A. Czarneki, W.J. Mariano, Phys. Rev. D64, 013014 (2001).[4℄ K. Melnikov, Int. J. Mod. Phys. A16, 4591 (2001).[5℄ S. Laporta, E. Remiddi, Phys. Lett. B379, 283 (1996).[6℄ T. Kinoshita, talk given at Yale University, May 2001.
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